a scenario for the homonymous movie by Carol Reed of 1945,6 while Mario Martone defines the screenplay as "a text in movement".7 They can be seen as a troubled but also fruitful territory of conflicting requirements, an open bundle of potentialities that force verbal language to become visual. This is highlighted in the screenwriters' frustrations, ongoing crises and consistent lack of authority depicted in the above-mentioned novels. In The Last Tycoon, scenarios and screenplays are "the fruit of brilliant hunches, or of counsels of despair, of lethargy, conspiracy and sweat,"8 where puzzled and humiliated screenwriters learn cinematic language step by step (think of the famous exchange between the writer Boxley and the producer Stahr, which proves to be both destabilizing and enlightening for the former),9 and get accustomed to teamwork, accepting compromises, putting up with inconveniences, and sometimes suddenly finding their rhythm "like hepcats in a swing band".10 In Prater Violet, screenplay involves stratified writing fluctuating between divergent meanings: the imperious imagination of Bergmann, the 6 Graham Greene, "Preface to The Third Man" (1950) , in The Third Man and the Fallen Idol, London: Penguin Books, 1971. Even if Greene from the beginning conceives The Third Man for the screen, he writes it as a novel and publishes it in its original form; on the other hand, he underlines in the preface the superiority of the movie realised by Reed, and the advisability of its variations, specifying that only cinema's resources made them possible: "The reader will notice many differences between the story and the film, and he should not imagine these changes were forced on an unwilling author […] The film in fact is better than the story because it is in this case the finished state of the story.
[…] One of the very few major disputes between Carol Reed and myself concerned the ending, and he has been proved triumphantly right. I held the view that an entertainment of this kind was too light an affair to carry the weight of an unhappy ending […] I had not given enough consideration to the mastery of Reed's direction" (Greene, "Preface", 10-11). The suspension of scenario and screenplay between different fields has attracted a number of writers: the mid-twentieth century saw an increasing publication of texts conceived as movie scenarios, even if not always destined to turn into movies (see on this subject Jeanne-Maire Clerc, Littérature et cinéma, Paris: Nathan, 1993). 7 "La sceneggiatura si modifica […] è un testo in movimento, ed è in movimento il cinema stesso, quindi la sceneggiatura […] è parte di questo flusso vitale" ("Conversazione di Giuseppe Merlino con Mario Martone", in Il "racconto" tra letteratura e cinema, ed. Lucilla Albano, Rome: Bulzoni, 1997, 129-37 
